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Although the three Kamans were also Tier 3 generals, the genes they burned were very
ordinary and their strength was not strong.

Facing Zhou Er who had already burned the lord gene, there was no way to resist it.

The battle knife in his hand turned into a sickle of death to harvest life, killing all three
Kamans.

Looking at the corpse on the ground, Zhou Er let out a cold snort of disdain, he turned
and walked towards the twisted space door entrance behind him.

In this ruin, some areas are in small spaces of different dimensions. If it is a small space
that has not been explored, there may be treasures.

But if it is a small space that has already been explored, then there is a high probability
that the bamboo basket will be empty.

Just as Zhou Er was about to enter the space gate, he suddenly felt a fatal threat, his
pupils shrank, and his body slammed to one side.

Chi Chi Chi Chi! !

Three ice lings landed where Zhou Er was before, and the chill was overflowing.

Zhou Er turned his head and glanced at Bingling, a hideous look appeared on his face.

The next moment, his face changed again, and a sudden flame ignited on his body, and
the high temperature burned his skin.

Zhou Er snorted coldly, his spiritual power surged, and he forcibly extinguished the
flames, but the hair on his body was burnt a little scorched.
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"who?!"

Zhou Er roared and looked in the direction of the spirit power fluctuation.

With a sword in his hand, a knife gang of tens of meters long was cut out and cut
towards the broken eaves.

boom! !

The broken eaves and walls shattered, and the figures of the three Lu Yuans appeared.

Si Tingxue's body had an ice crystal shield condensed, and Rebecca also showed a ball
of flame shield around her body.

As for Lu Yuan, even if he was standing there, this guy's attack could not break his
defense, not to mention just some rubble splashing.

After seeing the three of them, Zhou Er's face condensed, and then he showed a
sorrowful smile:

"Humans? I see, Daqixing people. Looks like they came to assassinate me?"

Si Tingxue's face was cold, and ice guns condensed.

Rebecca's staff waved, and orange-red fireballs appeared in front of her.

She hehe smiled:

"Now that you know, then stand there obediently and let us kill, how about?"

While talking, Si Tingxue and Rebecca's attack had already been shot, and the ice gun
and fireball were shot at Zhou Er.

Zhou Er's body suddenly accelerated and turned into an afterimage, hiding to one side.

The roar sounded from where he was before, the aftermath raged, and the destruction of
the ruins became more serious.

Zhou Er glanced at the ruins, without the slightest panic on his face, he sneered:



"I really thought, don't we know what you think? I have been waiting for you for a long
time!"

The next moment, Zhou Er's shadow suddenly squirmed.

Four shadows split from Zhou Er's shadow, and then four kobolds slowly emerged in
the shadow.

One of them is a kobold wearing a black robe and holding a staff, one is a kobold
holding a long bow, another is a kobold wearing a heavy armor holding a huge shield,
and the last is wearing a scarlet robe, holding Kobold with a scepter.

The auras of the four kobolds are extremely strong, among them the kobold wearing the

black robe and the staff is not even weaker than Si Tingxue's aura.

It should also be a genius who started to burn the first king's gene at the third level.

Seeing the four kobolds suddenly appeared, both Si Tingxue and Rebecca's face
changed.

"Hei Ming, Cong Bang, Xing Luo, Ruskin... There are still four geniuses on the hunt
list?"

These four people, no matter who they are, are all Tier 3 geniuses who have burned the
lord-level transcendent genes, among which the last gene of Hei Ming is even the
king-level.

The talent is not even weaker than Si Tingxue.

Unexpectedly, only one Zhou Er was hunted, and four people suddenly popped out.

And it's still a very complete warrior team, with guardian system, assault system,
elemental system, and even healing system.

The assassination system is missing.

Si Tingxue and Rebecca are not stupid either. They clearly understand that Zhou Er is

the bait.



The kobolds are now geniuses who know that humans will assassinate them, so they
use magic methods to hide other people in Zhou Er's shadow.

Seeing the changes in their faces, Hei Ming, who was wearing a black robe, smiled
strangely:

"My concealed combat skills are not bad? This is a surprise for you."

His gaze swept across, and there was a cold killing intent in his eyes:

"I didn't expect three human geniuses to come? Are you quite cautious in order to

assassinate Zhou Er? Or are you as timid as a mouse, too afraid of death?"

Several kobold geniuses all laughed.

Zhou Er on the side gave a grinning smile:

"Since you all know that you humans will come to assassinate us, do you really think
we are unprepared? Since I dare to come out alone, I am sure I will not be afraid of you.
Now, it's your turn to obediently die."

Si Tingxue's cold face had a trace of coldness, she squeezed the staff and looked at Hei
Ming.

And Rebecca spoke to the two of them:

"Xiaoxue, A Yuan! What should I do? It seems to be overcast, shall we run?"

At this moment, Lu Yuan suddenly smiled.

"Invisible under my nose, wanting to sneak attack? Wouldn't it take me too far?"

He suddenly stretched out his hand like lightning and grabbed behind Rebecca.

The air twisted, and a kobold wearing black leather armor and holding two daggers was
grabbed by Lu Yuan's neck.

There was a hint of horror in his eyes, and he didn't understand how he was discovered.



But he moved extremely fast, with a sharp sword in his short sword, trying to pierce Lu
Yuan's eyes.

Lu Yuan's speed was faster than him, using his fingers hard.

Click...

In the midst of the bone fracture, Lu Yuan directly crushed his neck.

With a trace of unwillingness and panic in the kobold's eyes, it turned into a corpse.

Lu Yuan slammed the body in the center of both sides.

The body fell to the ground dullly, and the atmosphere fell silent for a moment.

Hei Ming's eyes widened, staring at the corpse on the ground, and then at Lu Yuan,
their eyes were full of disbelief.

Si Tingxue squeezed the staff in her hand, looked at the corpse on the ground coldly,
and then at the five Hei Ming.

Rebecca was startled and watched the kobold assassin's body.

Although she is always on the flame shield, the strength of this assassin is obviously not
weak. If he is assassinated in close quarters, even she will be very dangerous.

A look of fear appeared in her orange eyes, and then angrily said:

"I didn't expect you kobolds to be so insidious! You guys attract our attention and let
people assassinate us?! Say we are as timid as a mouse, you are the most insidious and
cunning? Huh! Fortunately we are. Fate is strong, otherwise you will really succeed!"

While she was talking, she stood silently next to Lu Yuan and said through the voice:

"A Yuan, are there any assassins?"

Lu Yuan was a little helpless: "No, don't worry, I am here."

A group of this person.



But Hei Ming's kobolds looked very ugly at the moment. Hei Ming stared at Landing
Yuan:

"How did you find Binnu?!"

Lu Yuan smiled, "Is it okay to see with your eyes?"

"This is impossible! Binnu's hidden kill combat technique is at the lord level, how
could it be discovered?!"

The kobold with a long bow roared.

Lu Yuan smiled and didn't want to explain.

Now that his two king genes are complete, and with the blessing of three emperor-level
weapons, how strong is his perception ability?

Not to mention the stealth combat skills of the lord level, even the king level can't hide
from Lu Yuan's perception.

He had just watched the kobold sneak sneakily towards Rebecca before, and he thought
he didn't know anyone.

Lu Yuan wanted to laugh a little in his heart, but he still held back.

Si Tingxue also passed over at this moment:

"Can we fight it?"

Lu Yuan smiled: "Sure, I'm here."

Si Tingxue's eyes flashed, glanced at Lu Yuan, and then nodded.

"good!"

There was ice mist flowing around her, and she planned to do it directly, but she didn't
say much about it.

Feeling the fluctuations in Si Tingxue's body, the five people of Hei Ming looked cold,
staring at the three of Lu Yuan.



The guardian kobold warrior Cong Bang Leng coldly squeezed the huge shield, and
said:

"I really thought that the three of you can deal with the five of us?!"

Hei Ming said coldly:

"Since Binnu is dead, let's go directly! Ruskin!"

Standing at the end, Ruskin wearing a blood-colored robe nodded, waving the scepter
in his hand.

In the next moment, wisps of blood melted into the bodies of the five people.

A ray of blood-colored light appeared all over the five of them, and their aura
skyrocketed.

This is obviously an increase type combat technique, and it is also an overall increase.

Lu Yuan couldn't help but glanced at Ruskin in surprise.

This combat skill can be said to be very precious.

And Congbang roared, and on the heavy shield in his hand, a jet of black iron light
emerged, his body turned into a stream of light, and he rushed towards Lu Yuan.

They all knew that Lu Yuan was probably the most powerful of the three.

After joining the state, Zhou Er followed with a grin.

On the other hand, Hei Ming pointed towards Lu Yuan, and a series of black arms
drilled out of Lu Yuan's shadow, grabbing Lu Yuan's legs, trying to control Lu Yuan in
place.

Xin Luo, holding a longbow, and Ruskin shot powerful attacking skills against Si
Tingxue and Rebecca.

In a short period of time, the five of them have discussed it.

Lu Yuan is strong, so let Hei Ming, Zhou Er and Congbang deal with Lu Yuan.



The other two are holding down Si Tingxue and Rebecca.

After the three of them cleaned up Lu Yuan, wouldn't it be easy to deal with the other
two people?

They are confident that there is Hei Ming who has burned the gene of the king, plus two
successful warriors who have burned the gene of the lord, the three of them work

together to deal with the powerful who are one or two grades stronger than them.

Sometimes the combination of combat skills can double the strength.

Any genetic warrior is not comprehensive and always has weaknesses.

However, their idea is very good, if it is facing Lu Yuan before, it might be a bit
troublesome.

At least this black shadow arm can control him for a while.

It's a pity that Lu Yuan's current strength is no longer comparable.

He just stepped slightly forward and took a step forward.

The arm born in the black shadow had been directly broken, relaxed and natural,
without stopping at all.

Seeing this scene, Hei Ming's face changed directly.

"careful!"

He roared.

Being able to tear his Shadow Hand so easily, this strength is definitely not the same
level as them.

However, as soon as he finished speaking, a violent roar sounded.

Lu Yuan didn't know when, he had already appeared in front of Congbang, and he
kicked heavily on Congbang's huge shield.

The huge shield sank on the spot, and the terrifying force made Congbang's eyes
widened, and there was a hint of horror flashing in his eyes.



His body flew out directly, flying past Zhou Er, who was rushing to the right behind
him, and after smashing a few walls, it landed on the ground hundreds of meters away.

The sturdy body was motionless and had lost its vitality.

"..."

Lu Yuan's kick made the atmosphere fall into a dead silence.

Si Tingxue, who was condensing the ice gun, opened her cherry-colored mouth slightly,
her cold little face full of astonishment.

Rebecca's eyes widened, with a silly expression on her face.

The same is true for the four kobolds at the moment.

They know more about Congbang's defensive capabilities than Si Tingxue and
Rebecca.

Even so, this human being just kicked Congbang to death? !

The four kobolds all had horrible expressions on their faces.

Zhou Er, who was rushing behind Congbang, was trembling slightly from fear at this

moment, and cold sweat broke out on his body. He froze in place and did not dare to
move.

When he rushed forward, he was afraid that the human would give him a kick, and
when he stepped back, he was afraid that the human would rush up and give him a kick.

When Cong Bang flew past him before, the strong wind made him feel a little bit of Lu

Yuan's power.

He was fortunate that he hadn't completely followed Congbang before, otherwise, he
might have been knocked into flight together.

At that time, even if he does not die, he will be seriously injured.

Hei Ming stared at Lu Yuan, his eyes filled with disbelief, and he roared:



"What kind of monster are you?! Or are you disguised as Tier 3?! Come and do
something against us juniors?"

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows and looked at Hei Ming with some doubts:

"What the ** is there to make up for the brain? Will you know if I check my situation

after I go back?"

Lu Yuan’s body instantly disappeared in place ~www.mtlnovel.com~ A ring of air

was formed in place at a very fast speed, and then Lu Yuan appeared at the location
where Zhou Er was before, and Zhou Er had flown out directly. .

His defensive ability was worse than that of Congbang. After a single blow, he spurted
blood in the air, and his body almost burst.

Lu Yuan disappeared in place again, only to find that Hei Ming's body turned into a
cloud of white light and disappeared.

Lu Yuan's feet passed through the white light, and his energy gushed out, and fell on
the ruins behind Hei Ming. The ruins seemed to have been plowed open, and a deep
mark appeared.

Lu Yuan glanced at Bai Guang and frowned slightly.

It's used to break away from the crystal.

The third-order detachment crystal is more precious than the first-order and
second-order, but for this level of genius, there will still be.

It's just that they hadn't thought of this before, and they were a little misguided.

Lu Yuan didn't care either. After he left, he would have to waste four days if he wanted
to come in.

When he comes in again, Lu Yuan will kill him again.

Lu Yuan's body disappeared in place again, rushing towards the other two kobolds.

When the two kobolds saw Hei Ming use the escape crystal, they obviously reacted,
and they used the escape crystal to leave.



Lu Yuan kicked lonely.

He glanced at the ground, six kobold geniuses, three died.

Lu Yuan felt reluctant to accept it.

He looked at Si Tingxue and Rebecca and smiled:

"ended."

Si Tingxue and Rebecca stared at Lu Yuan at this moment. Even Si Tingxue, who is
usually an ice cube, had her mouth open at this moment.

After hearing Lu Yuan's words, the two of them came back to their senses.

They looked at Lu Yuan's eyes full of weirdness.
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